DAUGHTER OF DESTINY – FREE PREVIEW

PROLOGUE

I am Guinevere.
I was once a queen, a lover, a wife, a mother, a priestess, and a friend. But all those roles
are lost to me now; to history, I am simply a seductress, a misbegotten woman set astray by the
evils of lust.
This is the image painted of me by subsequent generations, a story retold thousands of
times. Yet, not one of those stories is correct. They were not there; they did not see through my
eyes or feel my pain. My laughter was lost to them in the pages of history.
I made the mistake of allowing the bards to write my song. Events become muddled as
ink touches paper, and truth becomes malleable as wax under a flame. Good men are relegated to
the pages of inequity, without even an honest epitaph to mark their graves.
Arthur and I were human, no more, no less, though people choose to see it differently.
We loved, we argued, we struggled, all in the name of a dream, a dream never to be fulfilled.
Camelot is what fed the fires that stirred us to do as we did. History calls it sin, but we simply
called it life.
The complexity of living has a way of shielding one’s eyes from the implications of one’s
role. That is left for others to flesh out, and they so often manipulate it to suit their own needs.
To those god-awful religious, I have become a whore; Arthur the victim of a fallen Eve; Morgan,
a satanic faerie sent to lead us all astray. To the royalty, we have become symbols of the dreams
they failed to create and Arthur is the hero of a nation, whereas to me, he was simply a man. To

the poor, we are but a legend, never flesh and blood, a haunting story to be retold in times of
tribulation, if only to inspire the will to survive.
We were so much more than mute skeletons doomed to an eternity in dust and confusion.
We were people with a desire for life, a life of peace that would be our downfall. Why no one
can look back through the years and recognize the human frailty beneath our actions, I will never
understand. Some say grace formed my path; others call it a curse. Whatever it was, I deserve to
be able to bear witness before being condemned by men who never saw my face.
It ends now. I will take back my voice and speak the truth of what happened. So shall the
lies be revealed and Camelot’s former glory restored. Grieve with me, grieve for me, but do not
believe the lies which time would sell. All I ask is that mankind listen to my words, and then
judge me on their merit.

